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Abstract- In wireless sensor networks, sensor nodes are limited in memory, battery power and computational 

power. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are a specific category of wireless adhoc networks where their 

performance is highly affected by application, lifetime, storage capacity, topology changes and the 

communication medium and bandwidth. Whenever the traffic load in the network increases, buffer at a node 

becomes full and it cannot handle any more data packets. This causes packet loss and retransmission which 

affects delivery ratio, energy and decreases network lifetime. Congestion is an important issue in wireless 

networks. Congestion in WSN severely affects loss rate, channel quality, the number of retransmissions, traffic 

flow, network lifetime, delay, energy as well as throughput. The congestion can be resolved in WSN either by 

reducing the data rate or by increasing the resources to form alternative paths. In this paper, an Implementation 

of Improved TOPSIS Method for congestion control in WSN known as Improved Hierarchical tree Alternative 

path protocol has been proposed which provides an improved performance over the basic HTAP protocol.  

Keywords- Wireless Sensor Networks, Congestion control protocols, Congestion detection, Congestion 

notification, HTAP Protocol  

1. Introduction  

A Wireless sensor networks (WSN) consists of many sensor nodes distributed randomly in a 

geographical area to monitor different environmental and physical conditions[1] such as pressure, 

vibration, motion and temperature at different locations and transforming the analog data and then 

transmitting them to destination nodes called sink. Each sensor node has the ability to sense, 

communicate and compute. Different applications have different requirements like sensed data type, 

rate of data transmission and reliability. Congestion in WSN has a great impact on energy efficiency 

and application QOS. Congestion in WSN can be controlled either by adjusting the data rate (traffic 

control) or by providing alternative path for the data. packets (resource control). Congestion control 

[2] is the mechanism through which congestion is prevented from being occurring in a WSN and if 

congestion has already happened then to detect where it has occurred and to monitor its status. In this 

paper, a comprehensive review of different congestion control schemes in WSN is presented. 

Congestion control protocols can be classified on the way they detect congestion, the way they notify 

the other nodes for the occurrence of congestion, as well as how the congestion countering 

mechanisms are performed as shown in figure 1. Congestion detection by these protocols is done by 

checking the level of buffer occupancy at the nodes in the network, measuring the load level of the 

channel and by counting the packet service timings and packet inter-arrival time. Congestion 

notification is done by either using additional notification packets that are sent across the network or 

by overhearing the data packets that are being transmitted across.  
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Figure 1: Congestion control protocols 

Congestion is an important issue in wireless sensor networks. Congestion in WSN has a direct impact 

on energy efficiency. For example, congestion can cause buffer overflow that may lead to larger 

queuing delays and higher packet loss. There are basically two types of transport layer congestion 

control protocols in WSN. Resource control based and traffic control based. Resource control-based 

protocols reduce the resources supplied to the WSN and traffic control-based protocols redirect the 

traffic to some alternative paths whenever congestion occurs.  

2. Congestion control schemes in WSN:   

Typically, there are three mechanisms that can deal with this problem: Congestion detection, 

congestion notification and congestion control.  

Congestion detection: Congestion detection refers to possible event identification which may end in 

congestion occurrence in network. The most widely used congestion detection mechanisms in wireless 

sensor networks are packet loss, queue length, packet service time, the ratio between packet service 

time and packet inter-arrival time and delay. Packet service time is the difference between the time 

packet arrived and the time it is successfully transmitted.  

  

Congestion Notification: Congestion notification is assessed after it is detected. Congestion 

notification can be either explicit or implicit.  

  

Implicit: In this method, by overhearing the sent data packets, congestion information is transmitted 

in the header of data packets.  

 

Explicit: In this method, congested nodes broadcast separate control packets to notify their congestion 

status.  

  

Congestion control: Depending on the application strategy, either traffic control or resource control is 

applied by regulating the node rates or resource control is used by exploiting idle resources.  

  

Traffic control: In traffic control mechanisms CODA [3] and FUSION [4], the no. of injected packets 

into WSN is reduced to control congestion. It can be either rate-based or window- based.  
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Resource control: Resource control is an alternative method by applying alternative paths for the 

traffic as shown in Table 1. Some well-known resource control congestion control schemes are as 

follows:  

 

HTAP [5]: HTAP (Hierarchical Tree Alternative Path Algorithm) proposed by C. Sergiou et al. 

[2013] is a scalable resource control scheme which control congestion by creating dynamic alternative 

paths to sink. It is a hop-by-hop algorithm that employs an implicit way for informing the other nodes 

that congestion has happened.  

 

STCP [6]: It is a scalable and reliable transport layer protocol Patil & Dhage [2012]. It supports 

networks with multiple applications and provides additional functionalities such as controlled variable 

reliability as well as congestion detection and avoidance.  

 

TALONet [7]: In TALONet S. Chen and N. Yang [2006], congestion control is achieved using 

different transmissions power levels. It uses a multi-path detouring to increase the channel capacity. 

TALONet works on three phases as the network formation, the data dissemination and the framework 

updating phase. 

 

RAHTAP [8]: This protocol is basically an extension of the existing Hierarchical Tree Alternative 

Protocol proposed by A. K. Luha, et al. [2014]. This protocol does congestion control by minimizing 

the physical redundancy in a network. 

 

Siphon [9]: It is a source to sink congestion control protocol was proposed by Srinivasan & 

Murugappan [2011]. In this protocol, Congestion detection is done through buffer occupancy level, 

sink load level and wireless channel load conditions.  

 

Biased Geographical Routing (BGR) Algorithm [10]: In this protocol Dashkova & Gurtov [2012] 

whenever congestion is detected the nodes split traffic. Detection of congestion is done depending on 

the level of buffer occupancy and wireless usage of the network. 

 

Quality of service adaptive cross-layer protocol (QOS-ACC) [11]: In the QOS-ACC proposed by 

M. O. Rahman et al. [2009] the nodes sense different events and the sink assigns different priorities to 

data according to its importance.  

 

Others protocols with optimization techniques and different methodologies such as LEGAC were also 

reported in [12-14] for the improvement in the performance of wireless sensor networks for several 

parameters. 

  

Table 1: Comparison of different congestion control protocols 

Protocol  
Congestion 

Detection  

Congestion 

Notification  

Congestion 

Control  

H by H/ 

E to E  

Data 

Flow 

 Energy 

Efficiency  

Loss  

Recovery  

STCP  Queue Length  

Implicit (bit 

in the 

header)  

Rate adjustment, 

Traffic redirection  
E to E  Upstream  Yes  No  

HTAP  Queue Length  

Implicit  

(information 

in header)  

Alternative Path  H by H  Upstream  Yes  No  
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TALONET  Queue Length  

Implicit  

(Information 

in  

Header)  

Rate control, 

Resource control 

through detour 

paths  

H by H  Upstream  Yes  No  

RAHTAP  

Buffer  

Occupancy 

level  

Implicit  

Minimizing 

physical 

redundancy  

H by H  
Down  

stream  
No  Yes  

Siphon  

Queue 

Length, 

wireless 

channel load  

Implicit (bit 

in header)  

Traffic redirection 

using virtual sinks  
H by H  Upstream  No  No  

BGR  

Queue 

Length, 

wireless 

channel load  

Implicit  
Resource and 

Traffic Control  
H by H  Upstream  Yes  No  

QoS-ACC  
Packet service 

ratio  

Implicit  

(information 

in header)  

Alternative paths  H by H  

Upstream/ 

Down  

stream  

Yes  No  

  

3. Results:   

We have simulated HTAP protocol using MATLAB. To do performance evaluation of original HTAP 

and improved HTAP. We have used four parameters: Packet drops, dropped packets vs transmitted 

packets ratio, source to sink delay and energy consumption. The parameter packet drops show the 

values of existing HTAP protocol and the improved HTAP. It is inferred from Table 2 and Figure 2 

that our improved protocol has a smaller number of packet drops as compared to original HTAP 

protocol because in our improved protocol we calculate the optimal path between source and sink by 

using Improved TOPSIS approach  

Table 2: Dropped packets 

Number 

of nodes 

Packet drops 

(original protocol) 

Packet drops 

(Improved) 

100 5 2 

200 12 6 

300 19 11 

400 32 14 

500 41 25 
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Figure 2: Dropped packets  

 

 

In improved protocol, ratio of dropped packets vs. transmitted packets is less because we are using 

efficient congestion control. It is inferred from the Table 3 and Figure 3 that in our improved protocol, 

ratio of dropped packets vs. transmitted packets is less because we are using efficient congestion control 

and avoidance method to mitigate the congestion in the network as well as work has been done by using 

improved TOPSIS approach for the path selection.  

  

Table 3: Percentage of No. of dropped packets / No. of transmitted packets 

Number of 

nodes  

No. of packets/ No.  

transmitted (%) 

Existing  

dropped of 

packets  

No.  of  dropped 

packets/  No.  of 

transmitted  packets (%) 

Improved  

100  2.60   0.94  

200  3.01   1.16  

300  3.17   1.31  

400  4.10   1.85  

500  4.31   2.11  
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Figure 3: Percentage of No. of dropped packets / No. of transmitted packets  

It is inferred from table and Figure 4 that improved protocol has reduced source to sink delay. This is 

because we have used node delay, hop count and residual energy as the parameters for path selection 

using Improved TOPSIS approach that always selects the efficient path between source to sink but 

HTAP protocol selects the shortest path that sometimes causes the large delay in the network. The 

path that is selected using improved TOPSIS method consists of nodes with less node delay which 

leads to reduced source to sink delay.  

Table 4: Delay from Source to Sink 

  

Number of nodes Source to sink delay (Existing) Source to sink delay (Improved) 

100 0.89 0.47 

200 1.46 0.73 

300 1.96 1.30 

400 2.39 1.65 

500 3.93 2.25 

  

 

Figure 4: Delay from Source to Sink  

It is inferred from the Table and Figure 5 that our proposed protocol consumes less energy as 

compared to HTAP protocol because nodes with higher energy are always selected by using path 

selection Improved TOPSIS method that results in higher residual energy of sensor nodes in the 

network as compared to node selection approach used by HTAP approach.  

  

Table 5: Energy Consumption 

Number of Nodes   Residual Energy (%)  

Existing Protocol  

Residual Energy (%)  

Improved Protocol  

100  96  98.95  

200  90  96  

300  85.90  92  

400  80.30  90  

500  76.60  87  
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Figure 5: Energy Consumption  

4. Conclusion and Future work:   

This protocol is an improvement over the existing HTAP protocol. Simulation 

results show that the improved protocol is better than the existing protocol in terms 

of packet drops, dropped packets vs. transmitted packets ratio, average source to 

sink delay and energy consumption. In the end, it is concluded that the this paper 

has achieved the objectives of proposing a protocol which provides an efficient 

congestion control mechanism.  

In Future our protocol can be compared by using different parameters considering 

both rate adjustment approach and traffic redirection based approach. The protocol 

has been tested in simulation using MATLAB platform.  
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